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TOKYO (+81 3 6405 3684)
Sales: Tetsuo Fukasawa
tetsuo.fukasawa@mitsubishicorprtm.com
Reuters: MCGQ

NY Exchange Trading
COMEX April Gold
COMEX May Silver
NYMEX April Platinum
NYMEX June Palladium

LONDON (+44 20 7025 3200)

NEW YORK (+1 212 605 2145)

Sales: Gregory Hill
gregory.hill@mitsubishicorp.com
Reuters: MCUK

Open
1254.10
18.350
1029.40
783.05

High
1259.30
18.510
1038.90
783.90

Low
1253.30
18.330
1024.10
770.25

Sales: Randy Weinerman
randy.weinerman@mitsubishicorp.com

Close
1253.90
18.469
1031.00
771.70

Change
-5.00
0.042
-7.90
-13.25

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time)
Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Tim e)
Dollar / Yen
Dollar/Ruble
112.05
Euro / Dollar
Dollar/Rand
1.0607
NYMEX Crude
53.34
NYMEX RBOB

EFP
65/85
4/5
175/275
0/1

-50/+150
-50/+150

58.4057
13.1134
148.45

ALL BETS ARE OFF! REALLY!

POTUS is addressing the masses tonight in prime time. With Trump’s propensity to go
off script, even if you had the annotated hard copy in your hand you would still be insane
to take a position into this event. There’s a lot of length still in the gold from the big
jump last week. The exits are narrow and poorly marked.
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